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ALL RAY-TECH INFRARED MODELS BUILT BEFORE 2000 

Ray-Tech Infrared will credit you $6,500 * towards your purchase of any NEW Ray-

Tech Infrared trailer or truck mounted machine in return for your Pre-2000 Ray-Tech 

Infrared trailer or truck mounted machine. (See details below)

OR

Ray-Tech Infrared will credit you $1,500 * towards your purchase of any NEW Ray-

Tech Infrared machine in return for your Pre-2000 Ray-Tech Infrared walk behind 

machine. (See details below)

Promotional Details: This offer begins August 1, 2022. Ray-Tech Infrared reserves the right to 

change or cancel this offer at any time. Any qualifying Poweray Infrared trade in machine must be 

either delivered to Ray-Tech Infrared at 198 Springfield Road in Charlestown, NH OR may be 

scrapped by customer provided Ray-Tech Infrared receives proof of scrapping to include pictures 

and receipt of being scrapped. Any qualifying Ray-Tech Infrared trade in machine must be delivered 

to Ray-Tech Infrared at 198 Springfield Road in Charlestown, NH. Trade in credit will be applied to 

the new machine purchases as described above and at the time of sale as long as trade in machine 

has either been received by Ray-Tech Infrared or proof of disposal has been received by Ray-Tech 

Infrared as described above. Please contact sales@raytechinfrared.com with any questions. 

CONTACT US TODAY TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS LIMITED TIME OFFER!

Ray-Tech Infrared is running a special trade in promotion for 2022. It has been 

increasingly difficult to procure and stock obscure and discontinued components for 

older machines that we have previously serviced and sold parts for. This includes but 

is not limited to all Poweray Infrared models and any Ray-Tech Infrared models built 

prior to the year 2000.

TRADE IN PROGRAM

Starting August 1, 2022, Ray-Tech Infrared will no longer guarantee the availability of 

parts for the above mentioned models. We will continue to attempt to locate these 

components, but don't be surprised to hear that we cannot find them.

In response to this situation, we have decided to offer a trade in allowance on these 

models towards the purchase of a new Ray-Tech Infrared machine. 

ALL POWERAY INFRARED MODELS

Ray-Tech Infrared will credit you $5,000 * towards your purchase of any NEW Ray-

Tech Infrared trailer or truck mounted machine in return for your Poweray Infrared 

machine. (See details below)


